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Haldiram’s Story
Started as a small namkeen shop in Bikaner over 80 years ago, Haldiram’s is India’s leading 
manufacturer of savouries, sweets and beverages today, with over $1 billion sales in India.

which are natural, wholesome and have a homemade feel to them. 

Launched 
1937

Available in 
more than 

80 countries

Range includes 
namkeens, 

sweets, papads, 
ready-to-eat 
& beverages

1st full-production 
unit in Nagpur 

1970

Diversified in 
1997 into milk 
and associated-

product industry



What is the Sales Head, Sanjay Munshi’s Goal?

What was Sanjay’s Wishlist?

His aim is to make Haldiram a household name and a global leader in the Indian snack 
food industry, offering high-quality & affordable foods and beverages to all its consumers.

Sanjay was proud to carry on the legacy of a well-known and well-loved brand 

Improve visibility on total geography and outlet coverage PAN India

Have a better line of sight on SKU penetration of their biggest product lines
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What hurdles did Sanjay face?
While Haldiram was already an established industry leader, Sanjay’s company was still 

about implementing the right expansion strategies.

Sanjay knew that  was a major pain point, but his bigger worry 
was that  even though he was willing to invest in sales automation, he wasn’t sure if 
the solution would get adopted by his sales team.

The reason was that almost 84% of his salesforce consisted of  
who were not under Haldiram’s direct control. To ensure adoption, he would need the 
support of all his distributors which was not an easy task.

What also troubled Sanjay was the lack of visibility on how his , 
Halke Fulke, was doing across regions. 
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How did FieldAssist resolve Sanjay’s challenges?
Our team of sales automation specialists sat with their sales 
team to understand  and identify 

and . 

the retail outlet universe using the , and also 
conducted  in many remote 
locations to handhold the sales team towards 
higher product adoption.

beat to be covered each day. They could capture  and 
book orders, communicate schemes and promotions to the retailers 
and use surveys to capture  or 

Sanjay could see the overall  discipline & visibility on 
 improve drastically with features like 
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The FA Analytics app helped their mid-managers achieve automated 

. 

As the distributor network had to be integrated with SFA, the integration 

.
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Rapid increase in Outlets & Sales
20% increase in month-wise

3.5 Lac outlets

Focused Sales Strategy

FA Field App

What have Sanjay & FieldAssist achieved together 
for Haldiram’s?
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95%

Joint Manager visits retailer relationships

30% increase 26% 

Accelerated on-field performance

Trained 2500 Distributor Salesmen in 6 months
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Value Added Benefits from FA App

FA Analytics

Training Videos  5 regional languages 

Reminder SMS
achieving their  targets. 

end-users on the FA app. 

Mission 2020 unique distributor 





info@ �eldassist.inwww.�eldassist.in011- 4084 9888

Retailer App

FA Analytics App

Field App

Distributor App

Learn more


